1. Where possible pits shall be installed to align with paving pattern.
2. Pit covers to be parallel with kerb.
3. Avoid cuts less than 200mm at edges of pit.
4. For gaps less than 75mm mortar can be used.
5. Minimum offset between Wang pit lids to be 250mm.
6. Minimum offset between 450x450mm & 200x200 to be 150mm.
7. Minimum offset between pit and standard tree pit to be 400mm.
8. Minimum offset between pit and water harvesting tree pit to be 1200mm.
9. Where possible pit covers shall not be positioned in cross overs.
10. Pit covers shall not be positioned over expansion joints.

GRANITE INFILL

All pits and granite required are to be supplied to the infill contractor, where the granite will be inlaid in to the pits using epoxy and grout. Any applicant or contractors installing new pits are required to coordinate the granite supplier, pit supplier & infill contractor to ensure a timely delivery of the finalised infill pit lids.

Refer suppliers list (10.30);
Supply code: DC103.01, for granite paving supplier,
Supply code: DC103.07, for infill contractor.

NOTE

1. Where possible pits shall be installed to align with paving pattern.
2. Pit covers to be parallel with kerb.
3. Avoid cuts less than 200mm at edges of pit.
4. For gaps less than 75mm mortar can be used.
5. Minimum offset between Wang pit lids to be 250mm.
6. Minimum offset between 450x450mm & 200x200 to be 150mm.
7. Minimum offset between pit and standard tree pit to be 400mm.
8. Minimum offset between pit and water harvesting tree pit to be 1200mm.
9. Where possible pit covers shall not be positioned in cross overs.
10. Pit covers shall not be positioned over expansion joints.